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Monodisperse hollow nanocylinders consisting of
crystalline titania particles have been directly prepared
in a porous alumina membrane by a deposition
technique using an aqueous solution system of titanium
tetra¯uoride.

Anodically grown alumina porous membranes have been used
as templates for preparing nanoscale materials.1±5 Since the
diameter of the cylindrical pores of the membranes can be
varied between 10 and 200 nm by altering the preparation
conditions, the templating method has a number of interesting
and useful features for the production of microscopically
tailored materials. Solid or hollow microcylinders of desired
materials, such as polymers,1,2 metals,1,2 carbons3 and
semiconductors,4 have been obtained within cylindrical pores
of uniform diameter in the membranes. However, preparing
crystalline metal oxides in the nanopores of the membranes is
dif®cult using conventional methods. Although Hoyer4 elec-
trochemically prepared titania nanotubes using a polymer
mold having a negative structure of alumina porous mem-
branes, the deposited titania was amorphous and calcination to
induce crystallization led to deformation of the nanotubes.
Moreover, this preparation method requires complicated
processes including metal evaporation, polymer formation,
dissolution of alumina, electrodeposition and dissolution of
polymers. A direct deposition technique is desirable for the
preparation of clearly shaped nanotubes consisting of crystal-
line metal oxides.

Recently, direct deposition using supersaturated solutions
has been developed for the preparation of metal-oxide ®lms
such as silica,6 titania,7±9 vanadia10 and tin oxide.11 In
particular, thin ®lms consisting of well crystallized anatase
particles are easily obtained from titanium tetra¯uoride (TiF4)
solutions.9 Using this technique, various substrates with
complex shapes are coated with anatase through heterogeneous
nucleation. Organic ®bers, such as paper and cotton, have been
successfully coated with small particles of anatase. Anatase
titania is well known as a photocatalyst and as an electrode for
wet-type photocells.12±16 Since a highly porous material is
required for photocatalytic applications, practical catalysts are
usually prepared by coating the crystalline powder with organic
binders. Since the anatase ®lms deposited from TiF4 solutions
are mesoscopically porous, this direct deposition method is
effective for the preparation of anatase photocatalysts.

Here, we describe the direct preparation of anatase
nanotubules in nanochannels of porous alumina membranes
using a deposition technique from TiF4 solutions. The tubes
obtained, which had cylindrical pores, were found to consist of
anatase nanoparticles and contained mesoscale pores. Double-
pore crystalline titania might be suitable for a variety of
catalytic applications and ®ltration.

The precursor solution was prepared by dissolving TiF4

(Aldrich) in puri®ed water containing ammonia and stirred for
1 h. The pH and TiF4 concentration of the solutions were
adjusted to ca. 2.0 and 0.04 M, respectively. Porous alumina

membranes (Whatman Anodisc 25) prepared electrochemically
from aluminium metal were used as substrates. The mem-
branes, which had straight channels of ca. 200 nm in diameter,
were immersed in TiF4 solution and maintained at 60 ³C for
1±24 h. The substrate was removed by immersing in aqueous
solutions of ammonia (pH 12) for several days at room
temperature. The crystalline phase was identi®ed by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku RAD-C system. The
morphology and composition of the samples were observed
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-2150)
and a ®eld-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM,
Hitachi S-4700) equipped with an X-ray microanalyser. The
speci®c surface area and pore-size distribution were estimated
by N2 adsorption using the BET and the BJH methods,
respectively, using a Quantachrome Autosorb 1 apparatus.
Titania deposited on cotton ®bers was used for the N2

adsorption to obtain a suf®cient amount of sample for the
estimation.

Following our previous study,9 crystalline titania ®lms
(anatase phase) were deposited from aqueous solutions of
TiF4 at pH 1±3. The hydrolysis of TiF4 in solution occurs in a
stepwise manner to produce titania [eqn. (1)]:

TiF4?Ti�OH�4{xFx?TiO2 (1)

Thin ®lms were prepared through heterogeneous nucleation on
various types of substrates, such as glass, polyethylene and
cotton ®bers, since solutions under the used conditions become
gradually supersaturated with titania produced by the stepwise
reactions. On the other hand, precipitates were predominantly
observed above pH 3 since such solutions became highly
supersaturated with titania. Using this technique, anatase ®lms
were successfully deposited on the inner walls of alumina
porous membranes. After dissolving the membrane, which was
used as a substrate, using an aqueous solution of ammonia, the
deposited titania ®lms were obtained as nanotubes. Fig. 1
shows SEM and FE-SEM images of the nanotubes prepared in
the nanochannels of the membranes. Surface analysis indicated
that the alumina was completely removed by the basic solution.
The walls of the tubes, with straight channels ca. 100±150 nm in
diameter, were found to consist of small particles of size 10±
20 nm. The channel diameter of the tubes was controllable over
the range 50±150 nm by changing the deposition time. Finally,
titania rods with no straight channels were obtained by
deposition for w12 h. According to the XRD pattern shown in
Fig. 2, the small particles forming the nanotubes are identi®ed
as anatase titania. The speci®c surface area of the deposited
®lms was estimated to be 100±140 m2 g21. The particle size (10±
15 nm) as calculated from the surface area is approximately
equal to that evaluated from the SEM images. The diameter of
the mesopores of the deposited anatase ®lms was estimated to
be in the range 5±10 nm. The mesopores arise from the spaces
between the anatase particles. The tubes are thus characterized
to be anatase cylinders having a bimodal pore distribution as
shown in Fig. 3.
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The nanotubules were clearly produced by deposition of
anatase ®lms consisting of small particles on the inner walls of
the nanochannels of the alumina membrane. Since the shape of
the anatase tubes matched that of the nanochannels, deposition
seems to have occurred through heterogeneous nucleation on
the alumina surface. The precursor solutions supersaturated
with titania directly produce crystal nuclei of anatase on the
surface. Since Ti±F bonds are relatively stable, rapid hydrolysis
and polymerization of the precursor molecules does not occur

and such moderate reaction conditions lead to the deposition
of stable crystalline particles on a substrate through hetero-
geneous nucleation. As a consequence, crystalline anatase
nanotubes are directly obtained at a low temperature. Since no
higher temperature annealing is required for crystallization, the
tubular morphology and the pore sizes are clearly controlled by
this technique.

The photocatalytic activity of the deposited anatase was
examined by study of the oxidation reaction of nitrogen
monoxide under illumination.9 The as-deposited anatase was
con®rmed to show a similar performance to conventionally
prepared anatase powder, although a considerable percentage of
¯uorine was detected on the ®lms. Thus, anatase nanotubes
with bimodal pore distribution are applicable as conventional
and advanced photocatalysts. Moreover, highly tailored photo-
catalysts may be prepared by this technique since heat treat-
ment, which causes deformation of nanopores, is not required.

Hollow anatase nanotubules with straight channels have
been directly prepared from aqueous solutions of titanium
tetra¯uoride using alumina porous membranes as templates.
The channel diameter was varied in the range 50±150 nm as a
function of the deposition time. The wall of the tubes were
evaluated to have nanopores of v10 nm. The morphology of
the anatase nanotubes is highly controllable because no
annealing for crystallization is required. The bimodal pores
of the anatase nanotubes are extremely useful for various
photocatalytic gas reactions and for ®ltration.
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Fig. 1 SEM (a) and FE-SEM (b, c) images of titania nanotubes
deposited from a TiF4 solution (0.04 M, pH 2) at 60 ³C for 1 h. The
outside diameter is ca. 200 nm; the inside diameter is 100±150 nm.

Fig. 2 An XRD pattern of titania nanotubes deposited from a TiF4

solution (0.04 M, pH 2) at 60 ³C for 1 h.

Fig. 3 A schematic model of deposition of anatase in a nanochannel
and the bimodal pores of a nanotube.
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